Corrosion or its inhibition is examined in terms of competitive reactions at the metal/solution interface. These surface reactions involve hydroxyl-assisted metal dissolution and adsorption of an inhibitive ion or molecule, with the system being described by a pair of autonomous nonlinear differential equations. Both Langmuir and Temkin adsorption isotherms are considered. For Temkin adsorption there may exist as many as four critical points. The behavior of the system near the critical points has been studied using eigenvalue analysis and the phase-plane method. As the system drifts in time toward any given stable critical point, there is a corresponding anodic current flow. For some stable critical points, the current vanishes and inhibition occurs, while for others it does not and corrosion occurs.
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Competitive adsorption between an aggressive ion and inhibitive ion or molecule can determine whether a system undergoes corrosion or is inhibited. [1] [2] [3] [4] This communication considers the situation where there is an interaction between adsorbed inhibitive and aggressive species so that the system can be treated as a set of autonomous coupled differential equations. Stability analysis is provided here by means of an eigenvalue analysis for either Langmuir or Temkin adsorption isotherms.
Previous work has shown that Temkin (or Frumkin) isotherms give rise to multiple steady states in a general electrocatalytic mechanism 5 and for passive-film formation. 6, 7 In other recent related work, Haim et al. 8 have provided a stability analysis for the anodic dissolution of nickel in the presence of bisulfate anions. These studies deal largely with a bifurcation analysis rather than an eigenvalue analysis, as is the case here. These studies, as well as the present work, show that there can be multiple steady states when there are interactions between surface adsorbed species. In other pertinent work, Harrington has recently considered the stability of multistep reaction networks and has described a general theory in regard to electrochemical impedance. 9, 10 Systems of differential equations which describe physicochemical phenomena are often nonlinear and thus do not lend themselves to analytic solutions. However, it is possible to obtain information about the qualitative properties of the solutions of differential equations without solving the equations explicitly. [11] [12] [13] This approach, rather than finding a specific numerical solution for a given set of initial conditions, provides information of a qualitative nature about all solutions. In addition, it is often of interest (as is the case here) to know when a solution to a differential equation tends to zero with increasing time. Numerical solutions can suggest but cannot prove when this is true.
Coupled-Reaction Sequence The anodic dissolution of iron has been the most extensively studied corrosion reaction from an electrode kinetic point of view. It has been established [14] [15] [16] that the dissolution of iron proceeds as follows [7] Similarly, in the presence of chloride ions, the reaction involves the formation of a hydroxy-chloro complex. [18] [19] [20] The overall reaction is
Thus, for a divalent metal M, the following reactions are considered to occur at the metal/solution interface 11] where I refers to the inhibitor molecule. Note that Eq. 10 combines Eq. 1-3 and that Eq. 11 considers interaction between the inhibitor and hydroxy surface species to form a surface complex. 21 That is, Eq. 11 combines the following two steps
Coupled reactions similar to Eq. 11 have also been shown to be applicable in the passivation of iron, 6, 7 and in the electrochemical oxidation of formate in alkaline solutions, 22 for example.
Equations 9-11 are described by the following electrode kinetic expressions. The change in surface coverage 1 of adsorbed inhibitor molecule MI ads with time is given by
where [I] is the concentration of inhibitor. The change with time in surface coverage 2 of the hydroxy species MOH ads is [13] The anodic current density is [14] At steady state, both d 1 /dt ϭ 0 and d 2 /dt ϭ 0. Use of d 2 /dt ϭ 0 in Eq. 13 gives 3 1 2 , which when used in Eq. 14 gives
[15]
Equation 15 shows that if either 1 or 2 goes to zero, then the anodic current also goes to zero. The condition for which i a ϭ 0 is taken to correspond to corrosion protection. This definition is more stringent than one which would allow for a small but manageable nonzero corrosion rate. However, Eq. 15 correctly shows that complete coverage by the inhibitor ( 1 ϭ 1 with 2 ϭ 0) results in corrosion protection by corrosion inhibition. Also, complete coverage by the hydroxy species ( 2 ϭ 1, 1 ϭ 0) also leads to corrosion protection, but this time provided by the species MOH ads , the precursor to the three-dimensional passive film. Eigenvalue Analysis Case I. Langmuir adsorption.-The following assumes implicitly that all adsorption sites are equivalent with respect to a given adsorbate. That is, there are no interactions between like adsorbed species, and correspondingly, the free energy of adsorption and the free-energy barrier to adsorption are both independent of the coverage of the adsorbed species.
It is first necessary to find the critical points (also called equilibrium points) of the system. These are the values of 1 
gives [17] Use of this in Eq. 12 with d 1 /dt ϭ 0 gives [18] Thus, either 1 ϭ 0, or [19] Equation 19 gives We are interested in determining if a solution is stable in the vicinity of a critical point, i.e., whether a solution sufficiently close to the critical point at some time t remains close to the critical point for all future times. The stability of solutions near these critical points can be determined from the behavior of linear approximations in the vicinity of the critical point.
Consider the critical point (0, 1). This critical point is first translated to the origin using 1 ϭ 1 and 2 ϭ 2 Ϫ 1. Use of this translation in Eq. 12 and 13 and neglecting higher order terms gives [21] and [22] or in matrix form [23] Equation 23 has the form x и ϭ Ax, where A is a matrix of constant coefficients, which has a solution x ϭ e t where and are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix A. The eigenvalues are determined from the requirement that a nontrivial solution to the system of equations x и ϭ Ax requires that det(A Ϫ I) ϭ 0 [24] where I is the identity matrix. The nature of the eigenvalues determines the stability of solutions in the vicinity of the critical points. Application of Eq. 24 to 23 gives and [29] Thus, when k 1 [I] >> k 2 , the eigenvalues of the matrix of constant coefficients are real, unequal, and of opposite sign so that the criti- Thus, when k 1 [I] << k 2 , the eigenvalues are unequal and negative so that the critical point (0,1) is a node in. See Table I . Similar considerations apply to the second critical point (1,0), and the resulting eigenvalues are also given in Table I . Figure 1 shows the phase portrait for Eq. 9-11 subject to Langmiur adsorption and the condition k 1 [I] >> k 2 . Each vector in Fig. 1 shows the direction of increasing time so that the vector itself simultaneously gives the sign of 
so that the exact shape of the nullcline along which d 2 /dt ϭ 0 depends on the relative values of k 2 and k 3 . For k 1 [I] >> k 2 > k 3 , the curves d 1 /dt ϭ 0 and d 2 /dt ϭ 0 both lie below the straight line connecting the critical points (0,1) and (1,0). Note that we can take k 2 > k 3 because electrode kinetic studies have shown that the final electron transfer is the slow step in the anodic dissolution of various metals including iron, 14-16 titanium 23,24 chromium, 25 and nickel. 26 The signs of both и 1 and и 2 in the various regions of the phase plane were determined from Eq. 12 and 13 and are shown in Fig. 1 .
As mentioned previously, the critical point (0,1) is a saddle point, and the critical point (1,0) is a node in, so that with increasing time, the system tends toward the stable critical point (1,0).
For the second case in which k 1 [I] << k 2 , a similar phase portrait can be drawn (although not shown here). For this case, however, the critical point (0,1) is now a node in and the critical point (1,0) is a saddle point, so that with increasing time, the system tends toward the stable critical point (0,1).
Thus, for Langmuir adsorption, Eq. 9-11 results in two critical points (0,1) and (1,0), one of which is a stable node depending on the relative values of k 1 [I] and k 2 . When k 1 [I] >> k 2 , with increasing time, the surface coverage 2 of the hydroxy species MOH ads tends toward zero, and when k 1 [I] << k 2 , the surface coverage 1 of adsorbed inhibitor MI ads tends toward zero. Thus in either case, the anodic current given by Eq. 15 goes to zero. In the first case where adsorption of the inhibitive species predominates (k 1 [I] >> k 2 ), the system tends toward a state of complete inhibition. In the second case where adsorption of the hydroxy species predominates (k 1 [I] << k 2 ), the system tends toward the condition of passivity, with the species MOH ads being the precursor to the three-dimensional passive film.
For the special case where k 1 [I] ϭ k 2 , there are two stable states at (0,1) and (1,0). Trajectories located above the line 1 ϭ 2 move with time toward (0,1), and trajectories located below the line 1 ϭ 2 move with time toward (1,0). It is seen in the following discussion that if Langmuir adsorption is replaced by the Temkin isotherm to take into account interactions between adsorbed molecules, then additional critical points result for which the anodic current does not vanish.
Case II. Temkin isotherms with equal Temkin parameters.-The above-described treatment implies that all adsorption sites for a given adsorbate, i.e., either MI ads or MOH ads , are equivalent with respect to that adsorbate. In the Langmuir treatment of adsorption, the heat of adsorption is taken to be independent of surface coverage. More likely, however, the heat of adsorption decreases with coverage due to (i) lateral repulsive interactions between neighboring adsorbed molecules, (ii) a priori heterogeneity of surface sites having a distribution of energies. [27] [28] [29] These factors can be taken into account through use of the Temkin isotherm in which the heat of adsorption decreases linearly with coverage. Temkin isotherms have been reported for the adsorption of various anions and organic molecules onto various sub- (1,0) Ϫk 3 strates. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] See Table II [31] where , E, and C are the coverage, electrode potential, and concentration of the given adsorbed species and ␥z is the electrosorption valency. The second term in the numerator of Eq. 31 arises if adsorption involves charge transfer. For Temkin adsorption, when the coverage of an adsorbed species increases from a value near zero to some other value , then the free energy of adsorption decreases from ⌬G 0 to ⌬G 0 Ϫ f (), and the potential-energy barrier increases from ⌬G ϶ to ⌬G ϶ ϩ ␤f (), where 0 < ␤ < 1. Equation 12 then becomes 28, 29 [32]
The parameter ␤ i is taken to be symmetrical so that
The Temkin parameters are 28,29 [33] where the Temkin parameter r is given by
with ⌬H o being the heat of adsorption at near-zero coverage. With r 1 /RT ϭ r 1 and r 2 /RT ϭ r 2 , and [35] Equation 32 becomes [36] Under certain conditions, the exponential terms can be expanded in a Taylor series. If we retain the first two terms of the Tayor series, Eq. 36 becomes [37] Neglecting all terms higher than second order in Eq. 37 gives [38] Similar considerations applied to Eq. 13 (with
give [39] Note that for Langmuir adsorption (where r 1 ϭ r 2 ϭ 0), Eq. 38 and 39 reduce to Eq. 12 and 13. The algebra can be simplified if we take r 1 ϭ r 2 ϭ r. (This restriction is removed later in case III.) As in the Langmuir case, the critical points are determined when both d 1 /dt ϭ 0 and d 2 /dt ϭ 0. Thus
This pair of equations is satisfied by ( 1 , 2 ) ϭ (0,1) and (1,0), which are also the two critical points found earlier in case I for Langmuir adsorption.
)e e e r r r Table III lists the resulting critical points and their corresponding eigenvalues calculated using Eq. 24 for Temkin adsorption where the reduced Temkin parameters are equal (r 1 ϭ r 2 ) for the case where k 1 >> k 2 . It should be noted that the existence of two of these critical points depends on the value of r. For the critical point (1/r, 1/r), we need r Ն 2 to insure that 1 ϩ 2 Յ 1. Also, for the critical point (1/r, [1 Ϫ (1/r)]) we require that r > 1, so that 1 < 1. The properties of the critical points may also depend on the value of r. For instance, the critical point (1,0) is a node when r < 1 but a saddle point for r > 1.
The physical basis for the existence of multiple critical points for Temkin adsorption can be explained as follows. For increased surface coverage of either the inhibitor species or the hydroxy species, subsequently adsorbed surface species (inhibitive or hydroxy) will each have a decreased heat of adsorption, according to the Temkin isotherm. This means a weakened interaction with the surface for either species and also increased inhibitive-hydroxy interactions as these two species crowd onto available surface sites. Certain combinations of coverages then lead to multiple sets of conditions where the system is in equilibrium, i.e., where d 1 /dt and d 2 /dt are simultaneously zero. Table IV lists Table III , the eigenvalues for the critical point (0,1) do not depend on r, and the eigenvalues are real and opposite in sign so that (0,1) is a saddle point. When r < 1, the eigenvalues for (1,0) are both negative and are unequal so that (1,0) is a node in. This same behavior continues when r ϭ 1, but when r ϭ 1.5, (1, 0) becomes a saddle point and the system tends toward a new critical point (2/3, 1/3) corresponding to (1/r, [1 Ϫ (1/r)]). With increased r (r ϭ 2.5), the critical point at (1/r, 1/r) is a node out, and the system tends toward the critical point given by (1/r, [1 Ϫ (1/r)]). Thus, with increasing values of r, the system changes from one where inhibition occurs to one where corrosion occurs, because the stable critical points become those for which neither 1 nor 2 equals zero. This means that with increasing r, the heat of adsorption decreases more sharply with coverage so that the adsorbed species are not as persistent, and the complex formed between the surface hydroxy species and the inhibitor molecule, per Eq. 11, is less stable. Table V . Note that when r 1 ϭ r 2 ϭ r, both the location of the critical points and their eigenvalues reduce to values given in Table III . 
Critical point Eigenvalues
(0,1) (1, 0) In Fig. 3 , the value of r 2 (i.e., for the hydroxy species) is fixed at r 2 ϭ 1.0, while the value of r 1 (for the inhibitor) ranges from 0.5 to 3.0 (i.e., from less than r 2 to greater than r 2 ). As seen in Table V , the eigenvalues for the critical point (0,1) do not depend on r 1 or on r 2 (as in the previous case for r 1 ϭ r 2 ϭ r). The eigenvalues for (0,1) are real and opposite in sign so that (0,1) is always a saddle point.
The eigenvalues for (1,0), however, depend on r 1 , as seen in Table V . When r 1 Յ 1, the critical point (1,0) is a node in. Thus, when r 1 is either 0.5 or 1.0, the system has a single stable critical point at (1,0) for which inhibition occurs. Thus, for slight or modest decreases with coverage in the heat of adsorption of the inhibitor, adsorption of the inhibitor prevails and corrosion inhibition ensues.
However, for r 1 > 1, e.g., r 1 ϭ 2.5, the critical point (1,0) becomes a saddle point and a new critical point appears at (0.4, 0.6), corresponding to (1/r 1 , [1 Ϫ (1/r 1 )]). The eigenvalues of this new critical point depend on the values of both r 1 and r 2 , as shown in Table V . The result is that this critical point is a node in with both nonzero 1 and 2 , so that (0.4, 0.6) corresponds to a condition of corrosion. A similar situation holds for r 1 ϭ 3.0, as shown in Fig. 3 , with the only difference being that this critical point is moved to a slightly smaller value of r 1 .
A similar analysis holds for Fig. 4 . The critical point (0,1) having eigenvalues which do not depend on r 1 or on r 2 is again a saddle point. The critical point (1,0) is a node corresponding to a condition of inhibition until r 1 > 1. For r 1 ϭ 2.5, two new critical points appear at (0.4, 0.6) and (0.4, 0.4), corresponding to (1/r 1 , [1 Ϫ (1/r 1 )]) and (1/r 1 , 1/r 2 ), respectively. The eigenvalues of these two critical points depend on the values of both r 1 and r 2 , as shown in Table V . The first of these two points is a node out and the second is a node in, the latter corresponding to a condition of corrosion. A similar situation holds when r 1 ϭ 3.0, as shown in Fig. 4 , with the only difference being that these latter two critical points are moved to slightly smaller values of r 1 . Figures 3 and 4 both show that the system is stable (with corrosion inhibition) at the critical point (1,0) when r 1 < r 2 , but the system undergoes corrosion when r 1 Ն r 2 . Thus, when the decrease (with coverage) in the heat of adsorption for the inhibitive species is either the same or more rapid than the decrease for the surface hydroxy species, then the surface complex formed between the two is less stable and leads to corrosion. Conclusion 1. A linear stability analysis has been given for a metal surface undergoing competitive adsorption by aggressive and inhibitive species. An eigenvalue analysis and phase-plane method have been employed for both Langmuir and Temkin adsorption isotherms.
2. For Langmuir adsorption, when adsorption of the inhibitive species predominates, the system tends toward a state of complete inhibition. When adsorption of the hydroxy species predominates, the system tends toward the condition of passivity, with the hydroxy surface species being the precursor to the three-dimensional passive film.
3. Temkin adsorption isotherms give rise to multiple steady states, in which case there may exist up to four critical points for a corroding metal in the presence of an adsorbing species. 4. The existence of certain critical points and their eigenvalues depend on the values of the Temkin adsorption parameters for the inhibitive and hydroxy surface species.
5. As the system drifts toward any given critical point, there is a corresponding current flow. For some critical points, the current vanishes (the system is inhibited), but for other critical points, the system undergoes corrosion.
6. Competitive adsorption between the inhibitive and aggressive surface species determines the behavior of the system. When the inhibitive and hydroxy surface species have unequal Temkin parameters, r 1 and r 2 , respectively, the system is inhibited for r 1 < r 2 but undergoes corrosion when r 1 > r 2 . For equal Temkin parameters, the behavior of the system depends on the value of the Temkin parameter.
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